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Monarch Butterflies
Why do Monarchs migrate instead of staying in one place?

With an increase in sporadic weather pattern (global warming) how 
will this further impact the migration patterns of butterflies?
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Monarch Butterflies migrate because
 they are cold blooded and need warm climates to live in.

If they were to stay in one location their food source 
would rapidly decreae causing them to perish.

These butterflies migrate generationally. The majority of the population migrates 
towards the easternpart of the U.S, but some migrate towards the western parts. 

In each of these areas milkweed grows enough to sustain these butterflies. 
Some butterflies migrate towards the center of the U.S where there  

isn't much milkweed growing. With a rise in temperatures, Monarchs are in danger. High temperatures
 cause toxcicity levels in milkweed to rise causing the Monarchs to become poisened. 

Monarchs rely on there food source for energy, high temperature cause them to tire quickly
 needing more energy. 
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Monarch Sightings
The darker the color the higher 
density there is in milkweed,
 the lighter the color the lower
density in milkweed.
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